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Abstract The aim of our study was to verify if rule-based
reasoning systems could be successfully applied for inte-
gration of different models and tools which are used for
solving complex decision problems in technological design.
Engineering problems are unique and differ from typical
problems in the domain of management. To solve those
problems, an iterative search of the most suitable solutions
must be carried out. This puts a pressure on researchers
to utilize optimization techniques in connection with sim-
ulation methods. Our research is focused on the usage
of rule-based reasoning systems for solving simple deci-
sion problems, and their integration with highly-specialized
tools. This research has been conducted at one of metal
foundries, within the scope of supporting technological
decisions. A dedicated platform was used in the research,
which is tailored for such applications, i.e., Business and
Technological Rules Management System REBIT. REBIT
system has been developed at the Faculty of Management
at the AGH University of Science and Technology in Cra-
cow. In this paper, we prove that the rule-based approach
could provide means to integrate all stages of technological
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design. This kind of approach has been successfully applied
in the Business Rules Management Systems.
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1 Introduction

IT solutions are becoming increasingly popular in the areas
of economic activity which were deemed to be the preserve
of humans—managers and engineers. This involves solving
complex decision problems related to planning activities,
customer service, logistics management, product design, or
technological issues. All these problems are characterized
by multistage complexity, plurality, and diversity of fac-
tors that contribute to the solutions. They also impose usage
of some hardly measurable parameters which define the
way in which decisions are made. As a result, employing
IT solutions to solve complex business and technological
tasks forces the user to apply various tools, and he then has
to solve partial problems relying on his own experience,
knowledge, and intuition.

A good example is the finite element method (FEM),
which is a powerful tool to evaluate processes in manufac-
turing. In order to achieve good product quality and process
reliability, FEM analyses have to be performed “by hand”
repeatedly, with different combinations of process parame-
ters. Meanwhile, it is a very difficult task for engineers to
take into account many parameters associated with complex
problems, since FEM procedure is very time-consuming and
relies heavily on the experience of its users.

An appropriate use of above-mentioned tools is an impor-
tant issue. Advanced numerical, operational business man-
agement, soft computing, and artificial intelligence methods
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constitute the basis for these tools. Defining valid initial
and boundary conditions, as well as maintaining the con-
trol over model execution, are crucial for achieving reliable
results. An iterative search for the acceptable (but rather not
optimal) solution is the most popular approach. Hence, the
decision-making process is time- and cost-consuming, even
when IT tools are involved. Moreover, the validity of final
results depends strongly on the quality of decision makers
work. In some cases, a concurrent use of several tools is
necessary (e.g., in applications using numerical models and
soft computing). As a consequence, sharing data between
these tools becomes an important issue, since in most cases,
the data formats are not compatible with one another. It
might happen that a single task can be solved with the use
of several IT tools, which differ in time consumption, cred-
ibility, and accuracy of solutions they provide. The choice
of a suitable solution—for a given case—is within the com-
petence of the user, who is often deprived of any possibility
to verify the decision he makes. It may lead to an unneces-
sary lengthening of the decision-making process or making
wrong decisions if an inappropriate tool is applied. Many
researchers attempt to solve this problem by integrating dif-
ferent tools, each with diverse features, into a single tool in
order to solve complex decision problems. In general, there
are two families of such solutions: hybrid tools coupling
several sub-models and shell solutions supporting reasoning
processes.

The scope of our research was an integration of a rule-
based reasoning system with highly-specialized IT tools
and models for the purpose of solving complex decision
problems in business management. The casting process has
been chosen as an example in the field of manufactur-
ing technology. The set of tasks formulated above requires
a flexible and easily-extensible rule management system,
characterized by an expressive language of knowledge rep-
resentation. We used REBIT System, which is a Business
and Technological Rules Management System that has been
developed at the Faculty of Management at the AGH Uni-
versity of Science and Technology in Cracow.

2 Integration of methods in solving technological
problems—literature review

A fundamental technical problem that arises during plan-
ning of the manufacturing process for a product is difficulty
in predicting material behavior during final forming. In
manufacturing practice, it is generally not possible to con-
duct a detailed research on physical models due to high costs
and time constraints. Therefore, when designing a technol-
ogy, engineers apply the knowledge in form of guidelines,
regulations, and rules that allow for a simulation of material
behavior on the basis of numerical models. In the second

case, the basic tools that support designers are computer-
aided design (CAD) and computer-aided engineering (CAE)
Many attempts were made to systematize the engineer-
ing knowledge in a way so that computers could be used
to support the technology design processes. FEM-based
numerical modeling methods extend the set of tools that
support designers in predicting material behavior during the
production stage.

Numerical methods used for modeling are capable of cal-
culating variables such as velocities, stresses, pressures, and
temperatures. Calculations are made on the basis of initial
and boundary conditions, material properties (liquid/solid
metal, mould material), and geometry of the model. They
cannot be directly used to calculate a goal function. Nowa-
days, results are usually analyzed by an expert. It is, how-
ever, possible to establish some scalar measures which allow
for automatic optimization. Solving well-defined partial
differential equations (PDEs) gives comparatively reliable
results. However, designing and solving a valid numeri-
cal model is time-consuming. While the rate of computa-
tions can be improved by increasing the computing power
(including parallel computing), the design process must
be carried out by an engineer. Furthermore, it is possi-
ble that the computations will fail or the results will be
deemed to be unreliable. PDEs based solutions can be
partially replaced with empirical, simplified, or black-box
models, e.g., neural networks [5, 15]. They are not as
reliable as PDEs solutions and not always available, but
significantly faster. They compute scalar values instead of
using variables and could be easily used to calculate goal
functions.

In the literature, there are two substantially different
approaches to integrating self-contained support tools for
making complex decisions. The first one involves support-
ing numerical simulations with optimization methods. It
is not an integration in the true sense of the word, as it
does not cover all phases of the designing process. Never-
theless, this approach covers the key-phases which require
the most effort. The FEM and optimization techniques
have been integrated in many studies to find the optimal
parameters of a metal forming process by transforming a
multi-objective problem into a single-objective problem. An
example of such a solution is a multi-objective optimization
of a sheet metal forming process [18], which combines a
simulation based on the FEM with soft computing methods
(genetic algorithm in this case). Similar solution had been
also designed for multi-objective problems in supplier selec-
tion, selecting the most appropriate Flexible Manufacturing
System for manufacturing organizations, performance of
a manufacturing or service industry system, plant layout
design problems, and many others [4]. In [16], an approach
based on genetic algorithm (GA), swarm intelligence opti-
mization and FEM were implemented in order to model
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and optimize the process conditions of Al matrix nanocom-
posites. An example of coupling FEM with multi-objective
robust optimization method in sheet metal forming is pre-
sented in [17]. In the paper of Macioł et al. [12], the
numerical simulation of velocity field of steel flow in the
tundish was coupled with the multicriteria optimization pro-
cedure. The positions of dams in the tundish were indepen-
dent variables, while the goal function was described with
three properties of the liquid metal flow, computed with the
FEM model. The aim of the optimization was searching of
the Pareto-optimal set of the geometric parameters of the
tundish.

The second approach to the problem of integrating design
support methods employs expert systems for this purpose.
Expert systems utilize the declarative knowledge. However,
several authors present applications of controlled numerical
simulations. Replacement of the design procedures carried
out by engineers with an intelligent system for press con-
trol in a sheet stamping process of trapezoidal panels is
described in [8]. Using a database and a FEM-assisted
intelligent press control system, the process control path
was determined without assistance from an engineering
expert, and high efficiency of the process control system
was confirmed. The same approach is applied in an expert
system for simulating metal sheet stamping. The knowl-
edge base contains decisions that control the FEM. The
expert system is used to search for the technological pro-
cess parameters. All the decisions are accessible via the user
interface of a windows-based application that allows to con-
duct the process analysis automatically [3]. Utilization of
an integrated CAD/CAE/CAM system for high pressure die
casting is described in [19]. In this paper, a combined expert
system is described, which uses a technological database
for initial technological design, and the FEM for verifica-
tion of results. Brown et al. [1] described a web-enabled
repository system supporting distributed development of
automotive components. The repository employs EPIS-
TLE generic entity modeling principles. Component design
and analysis of representational models are referenced as
resources through document meta-data, accessible via the
virtual repository. A popular approach involves support-
ing the design of forged parts on the basis of geometry of
machined parts, with the help of FEM [7, 14]. Systems that
are based on a principle of finding similarities between a
designed technology and technologies stored in the knowl-
edge base can also be found [6]. Another category of expert
systems is suitable for supporting the design of individ-
ual processes. In this case, FEM is used for validation of
inference results [2].

In order to effectively support a design processes, it is
necessary to determine appropriate data resources. Research
works in this field focus mainly on constructing some
kind of a technical-technological ontology that is used

for exchanging information in automated systems. Simi-
lar problems, related to building ontologies for products
and technologies, are encountered in the systems that auto-
mate the choice of technologies and production plans [9].
Another field where ontologies are employed for supporting
the exchange of information is a collaborative technologi-
cal problem solving. In [13], works are being undertaken
by Brunel University in conjunction with the UK’s metal
forming industry to construct a web-enabled database of
material properties to be used in metal forming simu-
lations. An attempt was also made by the authors of
this article to generalize the concepts of process model-
ing and casting products and represent them in the form
of an ontology [11]. In the paper of Macioł& Macioł,
the solution suitable for representing complex technical
knowledge as a direct combination of a rule-based sys-
tem and a database inference system that utilizes SQL
mechanisms is presented[10]. An exemplary application is
described, it is employed to aid in the design of man-
ufacturing process stages and selection of a workpiece.
The system was used to answer the following questions:
is manufacturing of the particular part possible in given
conditions and which forging technology should be cho-
sen. It also allowed for approximation of total production
costs.

In none of the above-listed works, authors propose a solu-
tion for simultaneous solving of technological and business
problems. Indirectly, some business conditions are taken
into account in the solutions based on expert systems, such
as constraints for eliminating excessively costly or risky
products. Nevertheless, dynamic business circumstances
(such as availability of raw materials, tight deadlines, etc.)
are not considered.

3 Problem formulation

One of the cases where business and technological problems
should be solved concurrently is fulfilling individual orders.
It is a relatively frequent problem across various branches
of industry. A technology design process for a newly devel-
oped product is used as an example in this paper. This
process is carried out at a foundry which is fulfilling an indi-
vidual order. Process engineers have to design a technology
for this order in a relatively short period of time. The proce-
dure for such order is carried out in two stages. In the first
step, an evaluation should be conducted to asses feasibility
of fulfilling the order. If the result of such assessment is sat-
isfactory, the correlated time requirements and costs should
be estimated. At this stage, technologists can (and should)
support themselves with expert systems, in order to look for
similar technologies that are stored in the knowledge base.
The decision making diagram is presented in the Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Decision diagram

Once the feasibility of the order is confirmed and the
requirements specified by the customer are acceptable, it is
necessary to proceed with the technology development. Ini-
tially, the project development is carried out with the use of
CAD/CAM tools to do 3D solid modeling. As a result, some
parameters can be defined such as the gating system, over-
flow and cooling channels, the gate velocity, feeders, chills,
the filling time, etc.

The initially developed casting technology can be used
to achieve the production target. However, there might be
some circumstances which will require taking additional
actions. Firstly, the technological database may be lacking
suitable data and/or examples, so a reliable solution to the
design problem cannot be found. Secondly, economical or
market circumstances may lead to verification of the prelim-
inary initial. Such situations are acceptable in cases when
costs of achieving the production target are high and/or very

high qualitative requirements are specified by the client.
In all those cases, engineers have different solutions at
their disposal. The best results can be achieved by carrying
out production trials for different variants of technolog-
ical solutions. Unfortunately, this is the most expensive
and time-consuming approach that can be only very rarely.
Similar results can be achieved by utilizing hybrid sys-
tems for optimization of the technological processes, as
described in the Section 4. However, these systems are
highly specialized and as such are not widely available.
Their use in the business management of enterprises is very
limited.

If it is necessary to verify the initial decisions, engi-
neers tend to most frequently use relatively easily available
tools (CAP of EKK, FLOW-3D of Flow Science, Pro/CAST
of UES, USA, and MAGMASOFT of Magma, Germany,
etc.) [19] to simulate only some chosen potential problems.
These tools can be used to model processes related to the
flow of liquid metal, solidification and crystallization, cool-
ing, heat transfer, segregation, convection, heat treatment,
and many others (Fig. 2). However, obtaining a reliable
results is difficult. High skills of users, as well as reliable
and detailed knowledge base of material properties are cru-
cial. Due to the time-consuming nature of such studies and
their relatively high costs (especially in case of outsourc-
ing or software leasing), simplified solution can be also
applied. They are most frequently based on the soft comput-
ing methods. Of course, the simulation studies are focused
on the most important phenomena that take place during
the process of casting. The direction of research depends on
(described in the literature or internal reports of producers)
the most likely faults that cause defects. The procedure of
simulation and evaluation of its results is usually realized
iteratively until one obtains satisfactory result. The result
of simulation study is the final form of casting production
project.

Numerical modeling and results verification are usually
executed in an iterative loop until satisfactory results are
achieved. Those results are then used as a final form of
casting procedures.

The decision-making process is tightly coupled with
technological models and experimental results. For every
business decision, some technological questions must be
answered (can a given order be manufactured, how com-
plicated it is, etc.). On the other hand, while making tech-
nological decision some business circumstances have to be
taken into account (are raw materials available, are any sur-
rogate materials available, how important order is, what are
the deadlines, etc.). In a traditional decision-making process
(Fig. 1), it is quite difficult to strike a balance between the
response time to a customer’s inquiry, the response prepa-
ration costs (mainly costs of the experiments), and the risk
inherent to the manufacturing process.
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3.1 Proposed solution

In the preceding sections, two important issues were empha-
sized: (i) the traditional way of order fulfilment is ineffi-
cient, and (ii) in the production preparation process business
circumstances should be taken into consideration. Neither
expert systems used for supporting business decisions nor
numerical simulations tools are capable of addressing both
these issues concurrently. In this paper, we would like
to describe a solution based on REBIT System, which is
presented below.

A general scheme of cast metal production planning
integrated system is shown in the Fig. 3.

Research works in the area of supporting technological
decision have been conducted at one of the branches of a
metal foundry. The essence of the proposed solution lies
in a parallel execution of tasks which are managed by the
internal rule-based system. These tasks include:

• Reasoning in a declarative knowledge base
• Selecting suitable tools for solving problems which

require usage of sophisticated models (e.g., FEM
models)

• Selecting input parameters for the IT tools
• Supervising the iterative search of satisfactory partial

solutions

Additionally, it was assumed that the integrated rule-
based system would be employed to solve operational
business management problems such as production failures
(e.g., defects, failed, or misfit charges) or issues caused by
external influences (e.g., user ordering a novel product). In
both cases, a quick solution is expected, while the avail-
ability of resources and tools may be limited. As a result,
rule-base hybrid system must be able to take into account
some restrictions and criteria resulting from the current
operating conditions of the enterprise.

Fig. 2 An exemplary application of simulation tools (MAGAMSOFT) for the casting process design. 3D CAD model (a); hot spots (b); filling
of the mould cavity (c); solidification (d)
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Fig. 3 The general scheme of proposed solution

The proposed solution will be shown on an example of
an enquiry handling procedure: a client wants to manufac-
ture a small series of metal casings. Descriptions of the
most important procedures as well as knowledge required
to configure and run specialized tools are presented in this
paper. Reasoning mechanism specifications and software
requirements are also discussed.

4 Business and technological rules management system
rebit

As it was mentioned above, a perquisite for a successful uti-
lization of the hybrid system in the multi-scale modeling
of technological processes is an effective combination of
a rule management system and a process modeling system
(e.g., FEM). The essence of this approach lies in creation of
a platform for undistorted exchange of information among
the rule-based system and simulation models. It is also nec-
essary to use such rule-based systems that are capable of

identifying modeling requirements and interpreting simu-
lation results. This is due to the fact that these systems
are general purpose systems with an universal syntax. They
are not equipped with specialized interfaces to cooperate
with technological simulation models. The only BRM sys-
tem that was designed for technological rules is REBIT
system.

Rete algorithm can be used to decrease the running time
of the inference process up to several orders of magnitude
when compared to a naĀŕve implementations of the infer-
ence algorithm. It turns out, however, that the running time
of an inference algorithm is not the most important crite-
rion in some applications. An example of such a case is the
multi-scale modeling of technological processes. Our stud-
ies indicate that there are many problem domains where
factors other than the running time of an inference algorithm
are more important, e.g., the ability of controlling the infer-
ence process in such a way to avoid querying for certain
variables. This desirable feature of the inference algorithm
stems from the fact that in certain problem domains the
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cost of calculating values of some variables is high. The
most commonly used rule-based systems that implement
Rete algorithm do not take into consideration the cost of
obtaining values of the variables. Rete algorithm lacks this
feature as well. This was the main reason for development
of a new inference algorithm and an entirely new rule-bases
system called REBIT. According to our best knowledge,
REBIT algorithm is the only one that allows the inference
process to take into consideration the cost of calculating val-
ues of variables. The inference process is aimed at achieving
the final conclusions in the smallest possible number of
steps. In the case of knowledge base used in modeling
of technological processes, values of certain variables are
not directly available. In order to obtain those values, an
experiment has to be carried out. Therefore, using different
inference paths can be more advantageous, despite the fact
that it requires a greater number of queries. REBIT algo-
rithm selects an inference path which is characterized by the
minimal cost. The cost of variables has to be determined,
which is the additional task performed by a knowledge engi-
neer in REBIT system. Determining the cost of variables
can be also regarded as a way to control the inference pro-
cess. REBIT system supports all stages of knowledge-base
development process. Knowledge-base editor is usually the
first tool that is used in the process. The editor allows creat-
ing and editing entries in a graphical or text-based manner
with the help of intelligent prompts. All classic elements of
knowledge representation are also available in the REBIT
language. Rules, variables, and functions are the main build-
ing blocks. The rules are organized in so called rule sets,
i.e., groups of logically connected rules. Rule sets may form
a stand-alone knowledge base or constitute a part of more
a complex knowledge base. The REBIT language provides
also more sophisticated elements such as grids and decision
tables. Manual testing of a newly created knowledge base
can be carried out with the use of REBIT generic client. A
technologist can start the reasoning procedure by selecting
a knowledge base from a repository. During the reasoning
process, the rule engine is capable of querying a technolo-
gist for any additional data that is required. The reasoning
process can be paused and resumed at any time. When
resuming, the engine is able to return to a rule which was
being processed before the procedure was suspended. The
unique feature of REBIT System is a two-level knowledge
model. The bottom level consists of well-known produc-
tion rules and more sophisticated elements like grids and
decision tables. The top level is more algorithmic-like, if
consists of workflow-based elements. It is used to represent
a procedural knowledge. It includes such elements as gate-
ways, loops, atomic, and structural activities. The two-level
model of knowledge is very useful for solving technological
problems encountered, e.g., in material science, metallurgy,
and other areas. All components of REBIT system may be

integrated into a standalone application. However, their
main advantage is that they form a set of freely con-
nected components working in service-oriented architecture
(SOA). Some of these components act as service providers,
while others are the service consumers. The cooperation
between REBIT may be perceived as a king of choreogra-
phy. There is not any central coordinator, so every compo-
nent knows all necessary details of the collaboration pro-
cess. All the components may be executed on a single node
or—in a fully distributed manner—every one of them on a
different node. Every component is an autonomous appli-
cation with a well-defined public interface. The communi-
cation utilizes SOAP protocol over HTTP or TCP. Hence,
the REBIT components may interact with any external com-
ponent which conforms to the SOAP specification. Usage
of REBIT system for supporting multi-scale modeling of
technological processes is possible owing to the following
features:

– The possibility of considering the cost of a query in the
inference algorithm

– The possibility of running long-running interface ses-
sions

– The possibility of pausing and resuming the inference
sessions, while preserving functionality to restore a
previously processed rule

5 An example of REBIT application

The concept of supporting the design process with REBIT
system is shown on an example below. Problems are con-
sidered which are related to the development of a man-
ufacturing technology for the grey iron casting in sand
moulds.

In the first phase of the production preparation for a
new casting, there are some basic engineering works that
require the support. These works involve designing the
mould and defining the process parameters. The knowledge
that is needed to carry out these tasks is stored in a tabular
form, as well as in the form of nomographs, computa-
tional formulas, and sets of exemplary solutions for different
input conditions and restrictions (e.g., chemical composi-
tion of the alloy, overall dimensions, weight, and shape of
the casting).

Unique features of the REBIT language and a suitable
rule management system allow to store, in a simple manner,
the knowledge which is required for designing the mould
and the casting process. The knowledge can be stored in
the form of SQL tables, decision tables, decision grids,
and rule sets. The user can easily apply this knowledge
and modify it without necessity to alter the application
code.
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In the first phase, a rule set is used as a guide to resources
stored in the databases. Some fixed scalar values and rela-
tively simple computational formulas are stored in the rule
set as well. An exemplary rule set used for the computation
of the solidification time is presented below:
RULE R1

IF

Scenario = ’Sand Form Nodular Gray Iron’

AND

Cast_range = ’medium’

THEN

Filling_temperature = 1300

RULE R2

IF

Scenario = ’Sand Form Nodular Gray Iron’

THEN

Liquidus_temperature = 1130

RULE R3

IF

Liquidus_temperature > 0

THEN

Overheating_temperature =

Filling_temperature - Liquidus_temperature

RULE R4

IF

Overheating_tempErature > 0

AND

Max_wall_witdth > 0

THEN

Solidification_time =

Solidification_time_from_table

(Scenario, Max_wall_witdth)

The enumerated variable used in this scenario con-
tains encoded information on the casting technology and
the material. The Max wall width variable can be intro-
duced by the user during reasoning session, or imported
from an external database. The Solidification time vari-
able is linked to a SQL table via the resource management
module. An object of the Query class has a QueryString
property and is responsible for retrieving data from the
database. The QueryString could be defined for example as
follows:

SELECT Time FROM Solidification_time_GrIr

WHERE

(@Overheating_temperature

BETWEEN Low_overheating_temp

AND Upper_overheating_temp)

AND

(@Max_wall_witdth

BETWEEN Low_ max_wall_witdth

AND Upper_ max_wall_witdth).

The resources management module is used to replace
the terms starting with “@” prefix with the values of
the corresponding variables. The query result is linked
to a corresponding variable (in this case Solidifica-
tion time from table) via an object of the QueryBinding
class.

When the first stage of design works is completed, a pilot
project of the casting production technology is obtained.
Concurrently, the designer prepares appropriate drawings
with the help of CAD tools.

In the second phase of the design process, a more
complex decision-making procedure has to be con-
ducted. A decision-support module that is built on the
basis of REBIT system has to answer the following
questions:

• Which parts of the “rough” design must be verified?
• Are there any reasons to carry out an industrial-scale

research?
• Are there any precise process optimization tools and

whether is it economically justified to use them?
• What tools should be used for the fragmentary

research?
• Which input parameters should be covered by the frag-

mentary research and what research method is suitable?

Two modules are used to support decisions in this phase
of the design process:

• Preliminary scheme evaluation
• Partial problem solving

The first of these modules is responsible for assessing
the necessity of a detailed research. It also has to define
the scope of the research and select appropriate research
methods. The module relies on the knowledge base that is
stored in the form of rule sets, it also utilizes technological
databases and research methods.

In the next stage of the process, a more thorough analy-
sis of the adopted solution is carried out, and a potentially
suitable research method is selected. For this purpose, a
module consisting of a single rule set is used (in case of
complex inference processes a few rule sets may be used).
To accomplish the task, it is necessary to gather some essen-
tial information on the project, as well as on the conditions
defined by the order. The assessment of the order and the
additional conditions may be accomplished by the designer
with or without the help of rule sets. The risk of fault occur-
rence can be estimated subjectively or the inference engine
can be used for this purpose. In the latter case, the infer-
ence engine will apply rules to bind variables to parameters
such as material type, mould technology, shapes complexity
(evaluated by analysing the CAD drawings), etc. Regard-
less of which procedure is used for determination of those
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values, in the next stage, rules will be applied that are similar
to the one presented below.

RULE R1

IF

Defect_risk = ’very low’

AND

Liquid_material_cost = ’low’

THEN

Verification_method = ’no’

RULE R2

IF

Defect_risk = ’very low’

AND

Liquid_material_cost = ’medium’

THEN

Verification_need = ’low’

RULE R3

IF

Scenario = ’Sand Form Nodular Gray Iron’

AND

3D_model_availability = ’low’

AND

FEM_simulation_model_availability = ’low’

THEN

FEM_simulation_model_cost = ’very high’

RULE R4

IF

Verification_need = ’low’

AND

FEM_simulation_model_cost = ’very high’

THEN

FEM_simulation = ’no justified’

RULE R5

IF

Verification_need = ’low’

AND

FEM_simulation = ’no justified’

AND

Alternative_method_availability_from_table

(Scenario) = ’very high’

THEN

Verification_method =

Alternative_method_name_from_table(Scenario)

Upon the completion of this stage, results that are
acquired will clearly define a direction of further research.
They should also define the purpose and the scope of
this research and indicate the most effective research
methods.

In the next stage, a research is carried out, which is aimed
at verifying the “rough” project of the technology. In the

following assumed scenario, a technology evaluation indi-
cated that there is a threat of misruns and wash defects, and
that a suitable method to address and solve those problems
is the FEM simulation. An engineer updated the initial tech-
nology description and uploaded a suitably modified CAD
drawing to the simulation program, and then started the
first run. The simulation results were initially interpreted by
the engineer and uploaded to the module which combines
experiment control procedures and rule sets. This module
was used to conduct an evaluation of the results and to
define a direction of changes in the technology.

In this phase, a set of independent components is used.
These components are typical simulation tools or tools
based on the soft computing principle. The process of
obtaining a satisfactory solution is peculiar; therefore, it
requires simultaneous usage of declarative and procedural
knowledge. REBIT system is capable of dealing with such
situations, and it allows to record procedures (including iter-
ations) in the form of workflows. At the same time, rule sets
can be embedded as an internal part of this workflow. Such
solution has an important advantage when compared to a
classic decision support system (DSS). Any modifications
(resulting, e.g., from new experiences) can be implemented
at the rule-editor level, without the necessity of modifying
the code.

A numerical simulation is preceded by the analysis of a
CAD drawing. An engineer has to define continuous zones
and their mutual locations. Metal flows from a previous
zone into an inSite zone. A further procedure utilizes an
iterative loop. Reasoning engine is executed every time a
numerical solution is being computed, and the rules used
are described below. Reasoning sessions are provided for
each pair of previous and inSite zones for which failures
were anticipated. During each session, the workflow module
updates the simulation results and the data from the previ-
ous session via a resource management module (e.g., site
heat transfer, filling velocity (basing on numerical model),
or previous filling velocity (basing on the previous ses-
sions)). Corrected values of mould properties (heat transfer
in sites), casting process properties (filling velocity), or
mould rearrangement guidelines are the exemplary outputs
of a reasoning process.

The rule set which is described below represents an
exemplary knowledge base used to search for corrections
in the casting technology, in case when misruns are present
in the examined zone. Logical relations between the rules
are shown in the Fig. 4. Rules R1 to R10 are related to
modifications of heat transfer in inSite and previous zones.
Decreasing the heat transfer in the inSite zone can lead to
elimination of misruns. However, it might happen that the
heat transfer cannot be decreased in the inSite zone. Then,
a possibility of decreasing the heat transfer in previous zone
is examined. If it is not possible, other process properties are
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NewHeatTransferInSite =
 HeatTransferInSite –  DeltaHeatTransferCoef

HeatTransferChangableInPreviusSite = HeatTransferChangableInSite = 
false true

NewHeatTransferInSite =
MinHeatTransfer

NewHeatTransferInPreviousSite = 
HeatTransferInPreviousSite – DeltaHeatTransferCoef

HeatTransferChangableInPreviusSite =
true

HeatTransferChangableInSite = false NewHeatTransferInPreviousSite = 
MinHeatTransfer

NewFillingVelocity = 
FillingVelocity + DeltaFillingVelocity

ChangeFillingVelocity = true

NewFillingVelocity = 
R12 MaxFillingVelocity

ChangeFillingVelocity = false MisrunRedesignReason = true

FillingVelocityDecrement =
 PreviousFillingVelocityIncrement/2

FillingVelocityDecrement = 
DecreaseFillingVelocity = true StandardFillingVelocityDecrement

NewFillingVelocity = 
MinFilingVelocity

NewFillingVelocity =
FillingVelocity – FillingVelocityDecrement

MouldErosionRedesignReason = true

R21

R22

R17

R11

R15

R16

R13
R18

R1

R2

R6

R8

R4 R9

R7

R3 R10

R14

R19

R20

R5

Fig. 4 Logical structure of the knowledge

checked. Rules R11 to R22 are responsible for increasing
the filling velocity. When the velocity cannot be increased
(e.g., due to the risk of a mould erosion in site, as predicted
by the numerical model), a mould redesign is suggested to
the engineer.
RULE R1

If Misrun = true

AND

HeatLostInPreviousSite <= HeatLostInSite

AND

HeatTransferInSite > MinHeatTransfer

THEN

HeatTransferChangableInSite = true

RULE R2

If Misrun = true

AND

HeatLostInPreviousSite > HeatLostInSite

AND

HeatTransferChangableInPreviousSite = false

AND

HeatTransferInSite > MinHeatTransfer

THEN

HeatTransferChangableInSite = true

RULE R3

IF

HeatTransferInSite = MinHeatTransfer

THEN

HeatTransferChangableInSite = false

RULE R4

If Misrun = true

AND

HeatLostInPreviousSite > HeatLostInSite

AND

HeatTransferInPreviousSite

> MinHeatTransfer

THEN

HeatTransferChangableInPreviusSite

= true

RULE R5

If Misrun = true

AND

HeatLostInPreviousSite <= HeatLostInSite

AND

HeatTransferChangableInSite = false

AND
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HeatTransferInPreviusSite

> MinHeatTransfer

THEN

HeatTransferChangableInPreviusSite

= true

RULE R6

IF HeatTransferInPreviusSite

<= MinHeatTransfer

THEN HeatTransferChangableInPreviusSite

= false

RULE R7

IF HeatTransferChangableInSite = true

AND

HeatTransferInSite - deltaHeatTranferCoef

> MinHeatTransfer

THEN

NewHeatTransferInSite

= HeatTransferInSite - DeltaHeatTransferCoef

RULE R8

IF

HeatTransferChangableInSite = true

AND

HeatTransferInSite - DeltaHeatTransferCoef

<= MinHeatTransfer

THEN

NewHeatTransferInSite = MinHeatTransfer

RULE R9

IF

HeatTransferChangableInPreviousSite = true

AND

HeatTransferInPreviousSite

- DeltaHeatTransferCoef > MinHeatTransfer

THEN

NewHeatTransferInPreviousSite

= HeatTransferInPreviousSite

- deltaHeatTransferCoef

RULE R10

IF

HeatTransferChangableInPreviousSite = true

AND

HeatTransferInPreviousSite

- DeltaHeatTransferCoef <= MinHeatTransfer

THEN

NewHeatTransferInPreviousSite

= MinHeatTransfer

RULE R11

IF

Misrun = true

AND

HeatTransferChangableInSite = false

AND

HeatTransferChangableInPreviousSite = false

AND

FillingVelocity < MaxFillingVelocity

AND

MouldErosionInSite = false

THEN

ChangeFillingVelocity = true

RULE R12

IF

FillingVelocity = MaxFillingVelocity

THEN

ChangeFillingVelocity = false

RULE R13

IF

MouldErosionInSite = true

THEN

ChangeFillingVelocity = false

RULE R14

IF

ChangeFillingVelocity = true

AND

FillingVelocity + DeltaFillingVelocity

=< MaxFillingVelocity

THEN

NewFillingVelocity = FillingVelocity

+ DeltaFillingVelocity

RULE R15

IF

ChangeFillingVelocity = true

AND

FillingVelocity + DeltaFillingVelocity

> MaxFillingVelocity

THEN

NewFillingVelocity = MaxFillingVelocity

RULE R16

IF

Misrun = true

AND

HeatTransferChangableInSite = false

AND

HeatTransferChangableInPreviousSite = false

AND

ChangeFillingVelocity = false

THEN

MisrunRedesignReason = true

RULE R17

IF

MouldErosionInSite = true
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AND

FillingVelocity > MinFilingVelocity

THEN

DecreaseFillingVelocity = true

RULE R18

IF

DecreaseFillingVelocity = true

AND

PreviousFillingVelocityIncrement > 0

AND

PreviousFillingVelocityIncrement /2

> MinFillingDecrement

THEN

FillingVelocityDecrement

= PreviousFillingVelocityIncrement/2

RULE R19

IF

DecreaseFillingVelocity = true

AND

PreviousFillingVelocityIncrement = 0

THEN

FillingVelocityDecrement

= StandardFillingVelocityDecrement

RULE R20

IF

DecreaseFillingVelocity = true

AND

FillingVelocity - FillingVelocityDecrement

<= MinFilingVelocity

THEN

NewFillingVelocity = MinFilingVelocity

RULE R21

IF

DecreaseFillingVelocity = true

AND

FillingVelocity - FillingVelocityDecrement

> MinFilingVelocity

THEN

NewFillingVelocity = FillingVelocity

- FillingVelocityDecrement

RULE R22

IF

MouldErosionInSite = true

AND

FillingVelocity = MinFilingVelocity

THEN

MouldErosionRedesignReason = true

This solution combines procedural, simple-structured
knowledge (two nested loops) with easily expandable

declarative knowledge. As a result, it allows to develop
software which is useful and easy to maintain.

6 Conclusion and further works

A solution is proposed, which addresses the problem
of integrating IT tools that are used for supporting
the design processes at a metal foundry. The research con-
firmed that whenever a process is complex enough, it cannot
be supported with a single IT solution. A full automa-
tion of the process is also impossible. Therefore, it should
be assumed that an engineer’s involvement in unavoid-
able during every design phase. However, it is possible
to develop such a comprehensive software solution which
is capable of assisting technologists during every design
phase. Such software is not available on the market. In the
literature, no propositions on how to develop such a solu-
tion can be found. In our opinion, the rule-based approach
allows for a comprehensive integration of the design pro-
cess; this was confirmed by the preliminary research.
The approach has been successfully applied in Business
Rules Management Systems which are an extension of
Business Process Management Systems. Engineering prob-
lems are unique and differ from typical decisions that are
made in the areas of management. To solve those prob-
lems, an iterative search of the most suitable solutions
must be conducted. This puts a pressure on researchers
to utilize optimization techniques in connection with sim-
ulation methods. However, this type of solutions covers
only a limited range of tasks, which are usually very
different from one another. Therefore, only one suitable
solution is known to the authors, i.e., the integration of
design phases and support tools during the design process.
This is achievable by using workflows to control iterations
and rule-based systems. REBIT system, which is described
in this paper, has all the necessary features to meet those
requirements. Defining the rules for collection and sharing
of complex engineering knowledge is a key problem in the
effective implementation of the presented concept. The fur-
ther research will be aimed at creating a suitable ontology,
which will be a continuation of the previous works of the
authors [11].
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